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Challenge
Can adding solar energy components to a mine power plant be an
attractive option to reduce operational expenses? Perhaps, but prior to
implementation, it is necessary to understand what is required to properly
integrate solar at your site and the realistic payback of this technology.

Solution

Results

Installation of a solar array into the existing power grid can help to reduce
expenses at your mine site. How much savings depends on site factors
such as current power technology and solar availability. It is important
to note that this study and cost structure includes the necessary controls,
sizing, and grid stabilization components for successful integration into the
existing power systems. The addition of storage technology can help with
stabilization and increases the effectiveness of the solar installation, but is
not necessary to realize reduced fuel costs.

An analysis of four different generator models under site conditions* show that an addition of a 1 megawatt
solar array can reduce fuel costs by up to 2%. With annual fuel expenses in the range of $14 Million (HFO) to
$29 Million (Diesel), potential savings can surpass $570,000 yearly with an installation payback in less than 5
years. With the declining solar costs in the market, predictive cost analysis shows that for an “ideal” installation
date with payback in less than 4 years, now may be the time to begin looking at a solar solution. Addition of
an energy storage solution increases savings by 80%, but also increases payback time by 60%.

*ISI’s analysis was performed on a site with 12,000 kWe Peak Load, 10,000 kWe Average Load, and 6,000 kWe Maintenance Load. Load provided
by either 13 - 1088 kWe CAT 3521B’s, 9 - 1600 kWe CAT 3516B’s, 9 - 1680kWe ABC 8DZE1000 (DFO), or 11 - 1327kWe ABC 8DZC750 (HFO) gensets.
Generators are evaluated at ISO ratings. Diesel fuel is assumed at $1.30/litre USD cost. HFO is assumed at $.86/ litre USD cost.
Solar availability is assumed to be 1,600,000kWh at (24.0° S, 25.0° E). 10 year ROI assumes 1 year installation period prior to commissioning.
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